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The Photovoltaic (PV) Construction

(pho-to-vol-ta-ic) 

PV Cells (52,800)

Modules (880)

( cells wired 
together) 

Arrays

( groups of modules) 
(10)

End to end the 
arrays measure 1 
mile and weigh 20 
tons
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What word is not true.
Solar power is:
1. available   b. renewable   c. clean
(All are true)

What phrase does not “fit”?
2. Solar energy can be an important factor in: 
a. Reducing energy crisis   
b. Reversing negative climate change.
c. Providing earth-friendly energy.
(All are true)
3. A photovoltaic energy system is easy to maintain 
because: 
a.  It has no moving parts that require maintenance.
b. The simple construction has few moving parts and can 
be fixed quickly.
(a. is the correct answer)



Why are photovoltaic systems easily 
maintained?

• They have no moving parts.

Are there career opportunities in the solar energy 
industry?

• It is the fastest growing job creator in the US. 
(Solar jobs increased 123% since 2010 and are growing 12 times 

faster than the overall workforce.)

What is an advantage of harvesting solar? 
• It is safer than mining coal or transporting oil from 

overseas and doesn’t pollute the environment.



What type of energy do the photovoltaic 
arrays generate?

A.  Electricity   B. Heat   
(Answer:  Electricity)

These solar arrays contain 52,800 cells, 880 
modules and 10 arrays.  Where are these 

materials made? 

A.  America    B. China    C.  Brazil
(Answer:  America)



These solar arrays’ life expectancy is 35-40 years.  
What happens to arrays that are no longer useful? 

Recycled   B. Buried 
(Answer:  recycled)  

Other information

Arrays can withstand:

• golf-size hail traveling at 100 miles an hour 

• 90 mile per hour wind

• heavy accumulations of snow and ice



Part two: Solar Astronomy and Solar 

Energy Applications

The distance from Earth to the Sun is perfect for supporting 
life.  How far is it?

a.93,000,000 million miles

b.142,000 thousand miles

c.182,000,000 million miles     









Solar collector for
heating water



Harvesting Solar Energy
Solar energy use can be active or passive.

(Active: constructing a device that captures the sun’s energy.)

(Passive: location and direction capture the sun’s energy.)

Which of the following pictures shows active use of solar energy?  
Which shows passive use of solar energy?

http://www.uni.edu/ceee/resources/facility


These fuels cause pollution (mostly carbon dioxide)



Urgent: “harvesting” clean and renewable 
energy  sources

(geothermal-earth heated water  (biomass –energy from anything living                             



Fossil fuel pollution=Greenhouse Effect
= Climate Change

Greenhouse effect causes



Can you harvest the energy of the sun?

Become solar chef and research recipes for:

Sun tea

Solar hot dogs

Sun s’mores

(These recipes are found in the brochure)

Also research

• sun safety

• careers in the solar industry
(Fastest growing job creator in the U.S.)








